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Abstract
Practical and ethical dataset collection remains a challenge blocking many empirical methods in natural
language processing, resulting in a lack of benchmarks or data on which to test hypotheses. We propose a
solution to some of these areas by presenting a pipeline to reduce the research burden of producing image
and text datasets when datasets may not exist. Our approach, with accompanying software tools, involves (1)
generating text with LLMs; (2) creating accompanying image vignettes with text–to–image transformers; and
(3) low-cost human validation. Based on existing literature that has struggled with quantitative evaluation (due
to difficulty of data collection), we present the creation of 3 relevant datasets, and conduct a user study that
demonstrates this approach is able to aid researchers in obtaining previously-challenging datasets. We provide
sample data generated with this technique, the source code used to produce it, and discuss applicability and limitations.
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1. Introduction

Like many technical and research fields, our under-
standing of language, linguistics, and language pro-
cessing depends on data: for example, to perform
benchmarking or to validate hypotheses. While
the research community has produced a wide va-
riety of datasets for these purposes, either from
automatically scraping web forums (Forbes et al.,
2020), news sources (Pradhan et al., 2012), or ask-
ing humans to provide input (Chen et al., 2021),
it is practically and ethically challenging to collect
data for many tasks. Further, these datasets will
reflect the data as it was collected, and so will likely
include biases that must be addressed.

As one example, consider the Winograd schema
challenge (Levesque et al., 2012), which is a li-
brary of referentially ambiguous cases that need
common-sense reasoning to resolve. While
datasets for examining reference resolution are gen-
erally readily available, datasets for more specific
reference phenomena are either sparse or non-
existent. Several requirements are established to
create such problems: stripping linguistic cues to
avoid resolution via selectional restriction, permit-
ting only binary reference candidates, and changing
contexts so that the referent is interpreted in the op-
posite direction. As such, it is practically difficult to
collect naturally occurring contextual and linguistic
examples that satisfy these exact requirements.

Therefore, we aim to carefully and artificially con-
struct an artificial dataset while still reflecting nat-
ural phenomena that one might encounter. Then,
using low-cost human intelligence tasks, features
of the artificial dataset can be validated and evalu-
ated. With this, a full dataset, plus evaluated data,
has been rapidly developed.

In this paper, we propose a novel pipeline for text-
image vignette generation that can create datasets
for specific NLP tasks that explore language and
context. We will present our technical approach to
this pipeline, demonstrate a small validation study
on one of the visually grounded reference resolution
datasets, and describe other applicable research
questions.

2. Related Works

Generating synthetic data is not new. But cur-
rent approaches are not sufficient for the class of
problems that require specific scene contexts. He
et al. (2022a) have acknowledged the challenge
of finding task-specific data for certain NLP tasks
with complex inputs that are naturally low-resource.
They addressed this problemwith a generate, anno-
tate, and learn (GAL) framework that uses LLMs to
generate synthetic unlabeled text. The application
of this work is different from ours, however, in that
it focuses on self learning; classifiers give pseudo-
labels for the generated text for training. LLMs
have been widely used in similar ways for general
Data Augmentation (DA) purposes, generating text
(Liu et al., 2020; Anaby-Tavor et al., 2020; Kedzie
and McKeown, 2019; Yang et al., 2020; Mahajan
et al., 2022) and text-image pairs (Xu et al., 2020)
to enhance classifier performance for low-resource
datasets or imbalanced classes.
Our pipeline is fundamentally distinct from this

previous work because we generate contextual vi-
sual scenes that relate to language. Additionally,
the synthetic data generated by our pipeline is for
human-in-the-loop facing applications, rather than
training NLP models (which we will not attempt).
Unlike DA approaches, our pipeline does not use



Figure 1: Provided approach deployed on motivating example.

a subset of an existing dataset for generating data
(allowing for the explicit circumvention of dataset
biases). Finally, the direction of our pipeline flows
from prompt with specific constraints, to a gener-
ated dataset, to a final human validation step.
An exception is Chakrabarty et al. (2023), who

present a similar pipeline flow through a collabo-
ration of LLMs and diffusion-based text-to-image
models to generate a dataset of visually metaphoric
images from linguistic metaphors. Their gener-
ated images are evaluated by expert evaluators
to rank the LLM-Diffusion Models and provide rec-
ommended feedback. This human evaluation is
necessary as it helps to measure how well the im-
age represents a metaphor. However, their pipeline
diverges in a few distinct ways from ours. First, the
original text for their pipeline (linguistic metaphors)
are harvested from existing datasets. Our approach
uses a more general, structured, and open-ended
prompt construction template as a starting point.
Second, expert human annotators provided feed-
back on how well the model represented the visual
metaphor whereas our human-in-the-loop part of
the pipeline is meant for general interpretation dis-
coveries and ground truth annotations.
Our pipeline, therefore, is primarily focused on

allowing researchers to have control over creating
a resource with specific visual context that can be
paired with language. This addresses an unmet
need in various applications; in the reference res-
olution domain, one might want to study how peo-
ple resolve ambiguous references and how prag-
matic factors like social-normative constraints gov-
ern those interpretations. Thus, this task critically
requires reference tasks where there are environ-
mental ambiguities against a backdrop of a visual
scene evoking a social-normative context. The
multi-modal MS-COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014)

offers static images for referring expression ground-
ing, and the VisDial v0.9 dataset for reference res-
olution in visual dialogue (Das et al., 2017). Yet
these resources offer little environmental ambigu-
ity and potentially insufficient examples with de-
sired specifications; one can filter but not customize
as needed1. Another promising path is creating
reference scenes in virtual environments like the
AI2Thor (Kolve et al., 2017) platform or the SIMMC
2.0 dataset (Kottur et al., 2021), built specifically
for referential ambiguities in a virtual environment.
But it can be time consuming to build such environ-
ments, especially with rendering a resource with
extensive variation.

3. Technical Approach
Our proposed approach, summarized as Figure 1
and with source code provided2, is to construct a
generalized software toolkit that will:
1. Programmatically generate scene descriptions;
2. Add detail using an LLM;
3. Construct accompanying images using a generative

image model; and
4. Ground items and get results in a user study.

The emergence of Large Language Models
(LLMs) (e.g., ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022), BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019), BART (Lewis et al., 2020), LLaMA
(Touvron et al., 2023), PaLM (Chowdhery et al.,
2022)) enable the rapid production of text (and,

1Onemight desire a context where there are twomugs
on a table—one clean and one dirty—with people chat-
ting around the table. And with the same scene, the
larger context can be modulated from a dining room to a
cafe to a restaurants. It would be challenging to find this
exact specification in existing image datasets

2https://github.com/hrilabtufts/data_
gen_pipeline

https://github.com/hrilabtufts/data_gen_pipeline
https://github.com/hrilabtufts/data_gen_pipeline


if the appropriate textual scaffolding is provided,
this text can be very high quality). Similarly, mod-
els which allow the production of images from tex-
tual inputs have seen rapid growth (e.g., DALL-E
(Ramesh et al., 2021), Stable Diffusion (Rombach
et al., 2022), IMAGEN (Saharia et al., 2022)). This,
combined with platforms for human intelligence
tasks3, are what make our proposed pipeline vi-
able. In this work, we specifically use ChatGPT,
DALL-E, and Prolific, though certainly combination
are feasible.
As an input to the system, we begin by con-

structing a series of problems which we are inter-
ested in exploring. In Figure 1, we imagine a case
where there are ambiguous references to an object
grounding problem, and the researchers would like
empirical knowledge of what the correct referent
is in these situations. As we will discuss in fur-
ther detail, recent research (Abrams and Scheutz,
2022) has suggested that ambiguous references
can be resolved (in part) by making use of social
norms which may change based off of context: dif-
ferent settings, roles, and details about objects in
the scene may change the appropriate referent.
Thus, we generate a set of prompts representing
these differing scenarios: while this could certainly
be done by-hand, doing so would be time consum-
ing, and so we generate these programmatically.

Each of these prompts contain the minimum set
of necessary information to describe a scene: they
contain basic information about people, objects,
locations, etc. However, they are not immersive
scenes that participants can imagine as a realistic
setting. To produce this, we make use of an LLM to
expand the prompt into a more verbose/descriptive
format. Modern LLMs are capable of taking length
constraints (e.g., “in one paragraph”), and so these
descriptions can be kept fairly brief. For example,
the consider the phrase:

“Alex and Bailey are in the kitchen. Alex is clean-
ing up. Bailey is next to a clean mug and a dirty
mug.”4
With the prompting to “describe this scene in one
sentence”, a more descriptive (yet still succinct)
phrase is produced:
“In the kitchen, Alex takes charge of cleaning

up while Bailey stands beside a clean mug and a
dirty mug, contemplating their next move amidst
the contrasting states of cleanliness.”

This description retains the key information from
the prompt, while remaining more suitable for pre-
sentation to participants as a scene. Importantly, it
removes much of the monotony and repetition that
these prompts may contain, encouraging partici-
pants to pay closer attention and resulting in higher

3e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk or Prolific
4We prefer to use gender-neutral names to avoid con-

fusion when images are generated.

quality responses.
Many of these LLMs, including ChatGPT, provide

software interfaces (an Application Programming
Interface, “api”) that allow interaction with these
systems from custom-built programs. Making use
of these interfaces allows the programmatically-
generated prompts to be directly converted into
more descriptive formats, without need for time-
consuming intervention from the researcher.

In addition to textual descriptions, images provide
helpful accompanying data. Unfortunately, these
models often struggle to create accurate images of
human features. We work around this by providing
them with a slightly modified prompt: by including
the phrase “cartoon art”, prompts are made in a
less-precise style that retains the necessary points
while minimizing distracting detail. This adjustment,
as well as the image generation, is again automated
to ensure minimal intervention from the researcher.
The approach concludes with a within-subjects

user study to gather baseline information about
each image. To accomplish this, participants se-
lect a point on the image in response to specific
questions about the scene. By comparing these
points across participants, we can determine the
usefulness of an image (for example, if there is
low consistency between the location of the “clean
mug”, this image prompt likely is failing to provide
useful data). Additionally, this baseline data pro-
vides an indicator of which reference participants
felt was the appropriate selection. Each image
prompting set can then conclude with the question
of interest to the researcher: in this case, “Alex says
‘Pick up the mug’. Which mug?”.

While surveys can be constructed by-hand, this is
again time consuming for the researcher. However,
we observe that the “Amazon Mechanical Turk” and
the “Prolific” platforms, which are widely used for
online human-intelligence tasks, both provide in-
terfaces for constructing studies programmatically.
With this final step, the full process of generating
and constructing a full human-intelligence task can
be largely automated, leaving the researcher with
the final step of reviewing and approving for data
collection.

4. Applications

To demonstrate the efficacy of this approach, we
consider three unique applications5.
Finding Contexts That Influence Reference

Resolution. In Abrams and Scheutz (2022), the
authors argue that shift in context (e.g., being in a
taxicab vs. being in a friend’s car) introduces differ-
ent norms that modulate reference resolution (e.g.,
“take a seat” corresponding to the back or front

5This footnote will be replaced with links to sample
data after review.



(a) Heatmap produced
when users are asked to
select the speaker

(b) Heatmap produced
when users are asked to
select the referent

Figure 2: Converting generated images to useful
data using a user study.

seat). However, owing to the difficulty of construct-
ing text/image vignettes to evaluate these cases,
only four competing contexts are evaluated. As a
result, while the authors provide evidence to sup-
port their claim, they are unable to find a larger set
of contexts and how they may modulate norms. Our
approach can fill this gap by producing a set of pos-
sible contexts, and the accompanying text/image
vignettes to explore them.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach,
we constructed a small user study revolving around
our motivating example. Ethical compliance was
ensured by a human-subject IRB. We recruited
20 participants on Prolific (https://prolific.
co). The participants were anonymized, received
adequate payment for the study, and were free to
abandon the study at any point. A consent form
was presented at the beginning of each study with
information on how their data would be used. We
restricted our recruitment to people living in the
United States and at the time of the study and native
speakers of English.

The participants followed the experiment outlined
in our motivating example: over the course of sev-
eral variations of the “pick up the mug” instruction,
participants saw a series of varying scenes where
they were asked to identify each referent and to find
the object being referred to in the scene. Partici-
pants select the speaker with little ambiguity (Fig-
ure 2a). When provided with an utterance and
prompted to select the referent, there is again little
ambiguity (Figure 2b).

However, this data is meaningless in isolation. It
is for this reason that each participant was asked to
first select unambiguous references: the data that
“participant x thinks point y is the clean mug” allows
us to resolve the selected points to the concrete
referents, resulting in the final data points desired
from the study. Had there been a low amount of
agreement about the referent, it would have allowed
us to explicitly identify and remove these prompts
as not being constructive.

Discovering Frames. Our pipeline can facili-
tate the study of structured expectations across
various contexts, a notion very central to frame
analysis. Tannen (1993), in a classic sociolinguis-
tic study, provides qualitative evidence that cul-
tural backgrounds influence perception of linguistic
frames—or, structures of expectation—and shows
what these frames consist of. In the described ex-
periment, a short film produced by the researchers
was shown to participants who would later describe
what happened in the film to another person who
hasn’t seen it. Evidence for such frames was re-
alized in how participants linguistically altered ob-
jects and events from the actual story content. This,
in turn, revealed expectations of the objects and
events in the film. This approach allowed for valu-
able qualitative insights, but the high time cost of
producing such a film limits the researcher’s ability
to explore a broader set of scenes. Images, alter-
natively, can also serve as the subject of narratives
for frame analysis.

Our approach can generate textual-visual vi-
gnettes for specific narratives and test particular
expectations around events similar to the study (e.g.
confrontations, theft, accident, personal encoun-
ters). On a quantitative level, generating textual-
visual vignettes can help to experimentally gather
and validate semantic frames for FrameNet (Fill-
more and Baker, 2009) and more appropriately, its
extension into the multimodal domain (Belcavello
et al., 2020).

Generating Scenes For Creative Visual Story
Telling. Expectations can also be explored through
the Creative Visual Story Telling domain, where tex-
tual narratives are created—either by a human or
a language model—based on an images or se-
ries of images. Lukin et al. (2018), for instance,
present a pipeline to train a computational model
on three subtasks to achieve creative story telling:
object identification, single-image inferencing, and
multi-image narration. As Lukin et al., points out,
high-quality real images are typically used for this
domain (Plummer et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2014), yet
this might not cover all domains. This paper par-
ticularly focuses on a low-resource domain of an
“environment with odd surroundings taken from a
camera mounted on a ground robot” (Lukin et al.,
2018). Our pipeline complements this computa-
tional story telling pipeline, but generate images
and captions to cover other low-resource domains—
one’s that don’t necessarily require high-quality im-
ages. The narratives collected on this data can also
be explored qualitatively through discourse anal-
ysis to discover expectations when telling a story
through multi-image narration.

https://prolific.co
https://prolific.co


5. Conclusion
Our proposed approach makes it possible to create
novel text-image resources at scale. We show that
for specific applications related to visual grounding,
frame analysis, and visual storytelling, one can gen-
erated a dataset prompted with specific constraints
for human validation.

Limitations

While we are encouraged by the potential of this ap-
proach, there are some limitations stemming from
these technologies that prevents it from being use-
ful for some research questions.
Bias and related ethical concerns. LLMs and

image generation models are frequently known to
have problems with bias (for a recent exploration,
see Salewski et al. (2023)), and will inherit prob-
lems from the underlying data. Further, the ques-
tion of intellectual property attribution from model-
generated data remains open at time of writing.
The eventual answer to this question will have sub-
stantial implications on the feasability of this and
similar approaches.
Modalities. Datasets produced by this approach

are limited by the modalities available to various
automation systems. Video, for example, is not yet
a suitable approach: although impressive progress
has been made in the last several years (Singer
et al., 2022; Balaji et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021;
Hong et al., 2022), these videos are generally fairly
short and low-precision (especially when multiple
specific details are required). Even in the image
modality, generating high volumes of high-quality
images remains challenging, producing the need
for text accompanyment. Thus, high-precision
tasks (e.g., tasks exploring human timing or tasks
requiring high accuracy images) are also not suit-
able as a result.
For this reason, we view the set of useful prob-

lems as datasets that can be described as text-only
or text-image vignettes; and datasets that do not
require high precision.
Text-image vignettes are uniquely positioned

among other synthetically generated NLP data in
that they can represent a relationship between lan-
guage and visual context. This is particularly impor-
tant for grounding or exophoric reference resolution
problems where a visual referential scene and con-
text can be modulated.

Ethics Statement

Our proposed approach has both positive and neg-
ative ethical implications, and so deployment must
be done with care. First, as previously discussed,
these approaches inherit ethical issues from LLMs

and similar models. Data bias may creep into the
produced question set, and therefore may have an
impact on the produced data. In addition to being a
research limitation, this has the potential to produce
or reinforce biased or incorrect scientific results.
Beyond issues with data bias, the safety of

the content produced cannot be guaranteed by
researcher-provided prompts. Model safety and
counter-bias approaches continue to be an area of
active research, and cannot be considered a solved
problem. For both of these issues, it remains nec-
essary for researchers to carefully consider and
review the data produced before presenting it to
participants, or before presenting results to fellow
researchers.

With careful deployment and continued develop-
ment of model safety, however, these concerns
can be substantially reduced. Doing so allows
researchers to take advantage of positive ethical
impacts of this approach: in particular, the ability
to rapidly obtain human-validated results of niche
content areas allows underrepresented areas of
research to be more effectively explored.
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